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Figure 1: Cross-device shortcuts directly link content from an app running on one device into an app on another—content-aware, 
manifesting following the user’s atention switches, and presented via feed forward. (A) This user selects a picture on a phone 
and then attends to her laptop, creating a cross-device shortcut that is revealed through an in-app preview and aford drag&drop. 
(B) Cross-device shortcuts work across phones, laptops, and tablets. (C) Feed-forward previews appear at the UI-element level, 
in-app level, or operating-system level depending on content type and the receiving app’s capability for accepting it. 

ABSTRACT 
Although users increasingly spread their activities across multiple 
devices—even to accomplish a single task—information transfer 
between apps on separate devices still incurs non-negligible efort 
and time overhead. These interaction fows would considerably 
beneft from more seamless cross-device interaction that directly 
connects the information fow between the involved apps across de-
vices. In this paper, we propose cross-device shortcuts, an interaction 
technique that enables direct and discoverable content exchange 
between apps on diferent devices. When users switch their atten-
tion between multiple engaged devices as part of a workfow, our 
system establishes a cross-device shortcut—a deep link between 
apps on separate devices that presents itself through feed-forward 
previews, inviting and facilitating quick content transfer. We ex-
plore the use of this technique in four scenarios spanning multiple 
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devices and applications, and highlight the potential, limitations, 
and challenges of its design with a preliminary evaluation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
End-users increasingly involve multiple devices as part of their 
workfows [4, 46]. Such spontaneous device setups provide advan-
tageous multi-screen afordances [7, 16, 29, 42] and enable users to 
productively distribute their sub-tasks across devices [45]. While 
authoring a document, for instance, users may supplement their 
use of a computer with companion devices, such as a tablet for 
sketching or a phone for inserting photographs. 
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Researchers and product designers have recognized the need to 
support such impromptu uses of devices, and have accordingly im-
plemented a considerable number of frameworks, interaction tech-
niques, and systems for creating integrated device ecologies [5, 30]. 
However, despite signifcant research eforts and commercial sys-
tems for cross-device interactions (e.g., Apple Continuity [21], Sam-
sung Flow [38]), fuid information transfer across devices remains 
a persistent challenge [46]. Many factors contribute to this bar-
rier, but one of the most notable is users’ difculties in discovering 
cross-device interaction possibilities [1, 4]. 

Consider the scenario of supplementing the document author-
ing process with content from companion devices. Using current 
infrastructure for cross-device interactions (e.g., Apple Continu-
ity [21], Universal Clipboard [20]), users must explicitly initiate 
all content transfer by selecting it on their companion device and 
pasting it on their primary device. While straightforward, current 
copy & paste approaches do not opportunistically exploit natural 
user behaviors, which may reduce the viscosity of transfer [23, 39]. 
Further, they fail to provide users with an awareness of the to-be-
transferred content—they reveal this action only after the fact. The 
lack of such mechanisms contributes to the presence of a Gulf of 
Execution (i.e., the gap between user intention and allowable system 
actions) [19, 33, 34], thereby causing undesirable situations (e.g., 
transfer of incorrect contents) and hindering interaction. 

To address these challenges, we introduce cross-device shortcuts, 
an interaction technique that facilitates direct and discoverable 
content exchange across devices and the apps running on them. 
To support fuid information transfer, our technique is informed 
by how users naturally interact across devices. We enable content 
transfers to be initiated on the basis of both intentional and im-
plicit interaction. Our technique relays content between devices by 
inferring the user’s attention, which we approximate using gaze 
tracking from the device’s camera feed. To increase the discover-
ability of context exchange opportunities, cross-device shortcuts 
present feed-forward previews of potential deep links across ap-
plications on diferent devices at multiple UI levels. In contrast to 
prior approaches that either showed no feed-forward or presented 
it only on the operating system level, our multi-level feed-forward 
previews enable deeper linkages and present information where it 
is most relevant. For this purpose, our system tailors feed-forward 
previews depending on content type. 

We present a series of apps that leverage cross-device shortcuts 
and discuss insights from our interactive walk-through study with 
researchers and multi-device users, highlighting the notable trade-
of between discoverability and system intrusiveness in cross-device 
interaction. We also discuss the challenges in designing opportunis-
tic content transfer for understandability and learnability. 

Contributions 
(1) A cross-device interaction technique that combines attention-

driven content transfer, content-type awareness, and multi-level 
feed-forward notifcations to establish discoverable deep links 
between apps across devices. 

(2) A series of applications that demonstrate cross-device shortcuts 
in diverse everyday usage scenarios. 

(3) Insights from expert users and cross-device researchers through 
an interactive walk-through study. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
Cross-device shortcuts are situated in the landscape of existing 
cross-device interaction techniques and technologies. For a com-
prehensive overview, we refer readers to Brudy et al.’s cross-device 
taxonomy [4]. Our primary design goal was to facilitate two of the 
multi-device usage patterns highlighted by Yuan et al. [46]: inte-
grating devices that are suited for the task and partitioning tasks 
onto diferent devices. Our technique aims to reduce the viscosity 
of cross-device information transfer, which has been a persistent 
challenge [23, 39]. Our design was informed by four key features of 
prior transfer techniques: method of initiation, method of transfer, 
content-type awareness, and feed-forward. 

2.1 Explicit or implicit initiation 
One distinguishing dimension between existing cross-device tech-
niques is whether content transfer is initiated explicitly or implicitly. 
Explicit approaches, such as Pick-and-Drop [36] or Conduits [7], 
require explicit user action. Implicit initiations, such as in Conduc-
tor [16] and Gradual Engagement [28], are driven by observed user 
behaviors. While the former class of approaches are more straight-
forward because they are always user initiated, they are may be less 
directly integrated into natural user behaviors. Implicit approaches 
are more integrated, but require an accurate model of user interac-
tion, which is not always available. Our technique supports both 
methods of initiating content transfer. 

2.2 Method of content transfer 
Content transfer techniques difer in how source and target devices 
are linked [8]. Several common approaches include extending the 
concept of single device clipboards (e.g. copy & paste) for multi-
ple devices (e.g., Apple Universal Clipboard [20]), mediating the 
transfer with the user’s hands (e.g., Pick-and-Drop [36]), and lever-
aging spatial tracking (e.g., GradualEngagement [28], Tracko [22], 
PolarTrack [35]) or temporal proximity [5, 17]. Several prior tech-
niques have used attention tracking, through which source and 
target devices can be linked and interaction can be integrated into 
everyday workfows [26]. GazeConduits supports collaborative in-
teraction through mobile gaze estimation [44]. SMAC supports 
fuid interaction across devices using a model of user attention [26]. 
Gluey ‘glued’ content onto the user’s visual feld for transferring 
it across devices using a see-through display [40]. The design of 
cross-device shortcuts builds on these approaches with content 
type-aware feed-forward to support the discovery of interactions. 

2.3 Content-type awareness 
Content-type awareness refers to a system’s ability to make contex-
tually appropriate decisions based on the characteristics of content 
that users interact with as part of an ongoing task. Citrine is an early 
example that intelligently transforms the contents of copy&paste 
operations based on what it consists of and the output app [41]. 
Conductor also supports content type-aware cross-device interac-
tion [16], using a content-adaptive ‘cue’ to transfer information. 
These projects showed that content-type awareness is valuable for 
enabling smooth cross-device content exchange. Cross-device short-
cuts build on these, relying on content-type awareness to mediate 
the display of content transfer opportunities. 
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Figure 2: The four main interaction stages of cross-device shortcuts alongside the logic and fow of content. 

2.4 Feed-forward 
While the signifcance of feedback in interaction design is well es-
tablished among interaction designers [43], prior work has shown 
that feed-forwards are equally important [12, 32, 37]. Whereas 
feedback informs the user of the result of an action after the fact, 
feed-forward invites action by conveying the action’s result before 
execution [11, 12, 43]. By showing users a preview of their actions’ 
results, well-designed feed-forward may help bridge Norman’s Gulf 
of Execution [19, 33, 34]. Feed-forward can increase the discover-
ability and learnability of interaction techniques, like marking menu 
usage [24], force-based text-selection [13], and pen gestures [2]. In 
cross-device contexts, feed-forward could also support functional-
ity discovery [1], especially for transferring content. For example, 
Conductor [16] displayed options for duplicating states when users 
switched between devices to support access to this feature. 

Whereas copy&paste across devices (e.g., Windows Cloud Clip-
board [31], Apple Universal Clipboard [20]) presents the user with 
a fait accompli by inserting content, feed-forward provides a dis-
coverable presence prior to pasting. Prior usage of feed-forward for 
cross-device information transfer is limited, and it is restricted to 
notifcations on an operating system level. Apps such as Clippy [9] 
and Pasteasy [27] support feed-forward in one direction (e.g., PC-
to-phone). In contrast to prior work, cross-device shortcuts enable 
deeper content linkages across devices and present opportunities for 
information transfer at multiple interface levels (i.e., UI level, in-app 
level, operating system level). We demonstrate this functionality 
across a wider set of devices and compliment it with content-type 
awareness and attention detection to reduce transfer viscosity. 

2.5 Summary 
Overall, cross-device shortcuts implement a novel combination 
of attention-driven content transfer, content-type awareness, and 
multi-level feed-forward to support deeper and more discoverable 
linkages between cross-device content. Our approach is designed 
to build on existing interaction patterns while enabling users to 
specify their intentions in a straightforward manner. We leverage 
known techniques in modeling user attention to link source and 
target devices, an approach that has been validated to support more 
fuid interactions across devices [26]. We distinguish our work 
from prior research in how we complement these mechanisms 
with content-aware multi-level feed-forward previews. With feed-
forwards, our approach aims to enable users to maintain a greater 
sense of situational awareness of the information fow. We argue 

that it is benefcial to present feed-forwards hierarchically (i.e., 
at the UI-element, in-app, or operating system level) to provide a 
preview of the transfer contents where it is most relevant to the 
user’s interactions. Likewise, mediating the presentation of feed-
forwards based on the contextual relevance of the transfer contents 
(i.e., content-type awareness) assists the user to providing them 
with direct access to what they may want to transfer. 

3 CROSS-DEVICE SHORTCUTS 
Cross-device shortcuts support quick and convenient content trans-
fer between elements inside apps on diferent devices. Shortcuts 
manifest based on the user’s presence, attention, and the semantic 
context of the ongoing task. They are announced through feed-
forward for discoverability and fuid interaction. Here, we present 
the design of our interaction technique. 

3.1 The 4 stages of cross-device shortcuts 
Interacting betweem multiple devices using cross-device shortcuts 
comprises four stages as outlined in Figure 2. 

I) Triggers: Issuing events that select or create an information 
entity initiate all cross-device shortcuts. These events are registered 
on a source device following the user’s input. 

II) Relays: The user implicitly links a source device with a target 
device by switching their attention from the former to the latter 
while engaging with both in the process of a task. 

III) Content types: The media type of the information entity on 
the source device along with the target device’s semantic context— 
the capability of accepting this content type—determine whether a 
shortcut will be established. 

IV) Feed-forward previews: Notifcations on the target device 
reveal an established cross-device shortcut. They appear at one of 
three hierarchy levels: UI-element level inside an app, in-app level, 
or operating-system level. From there, users can directly insert the 
content or, alternatively, store it on the device for later use. 

To describe these four stages in detail and give design rationales, 
we consult the following scenario: a user is writing an email on her 
laptop. To insert a recently taken image, she picks up her phone, 
opens the photo gallery, and ficks through individual photos. Once 
she has found a suitable photo (I), she moves her attention back to 
the laptop (II), which still shows the email editor (III). A notifcation 
appears inside the email (IV), showing a preview of the photo, which 
she simply drags into the email and continues writing. 
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I) Triggers 
Cross-device shortcuts start with triggers that follow input events 
from the user. Triggers specify the content designated to enter a 
shortcut for consumption on the receiving end. In our case, triggers 
can be either explicit or implicit. An explicit trigger is an action 
that is not followed by a follow-up input event, hence carrying 
meaning and indicating intent. Examples include highlighting text 
and selecting a fle in the fle system or an attachment inside an 
email. When a user creates new content following an input event, 
the result represents an implicit trigger. An implicit triggers thus 
follows the completion of an (inter)action on the device. Examples 
include opening an item in a gallery (i.e., resulting in full display), 
pressing ‘=’ in Calculator, and hitting ‘Done’ or ‘Apply’ in an editor 
(i.e., concluding an operation that results in a new medium). 

II) Relays 
Within a short period following a trigger event, a relay event can 
establish a cross-device shortcut to a target device or app. Relays are 
user actions that involve multiple devices. Through relays, the user 
establishes a cross-device shortcut. Relay events succeed when a 
user turns their attention from one device to another while remain-
ing engaged with both. Events that indicate continued engagement 
include keeping the phone or tablet in hand or placing it down 
close by. In contrast, pushing a phone or tablet aside, turning it 
of, placing it face-down, or letting it idle for too long all represent 
indications of discontinued engagement. In these cases, we abort 
the relay. Relays expire shortly after a trigger if none of the actions 
above are detected. Relays also become obsolete if a novel trigger 
supersedes a prior one or the user undoes a previous trigger (e.g., 
by deselecting text). 

III) Content types 
Once content enters a cross-device shortcut following a relay, the 
target device determines if the shortcut should manifest. Here, 
content types (e.g., text, numbers, images, vectors, fles) become rel-
evant. When content enters a shortcut, success depends on whether 
the receiving app (i.e., client app in focus) accepts its media type. 
For example, a text feld accepts all types of text, whereas a phone 
number feld only accepts digits. If the target app does not accept 
the text (e.g., in the case of an audio editor), the shortcut fails. In 
contrast, shortcuts always succeed for fle-based content. 

IV) Feed-forward previews 
If the target device accepts the cross-device shortcut, it displays 
a feed-forward preview through a notifcation. The notifcation 
announces an established shortcut and previews its contents, invit-
ing users to continue their interaction fow on the target device. 
The shortcut notifcation appears on one of three hierarchy levels 
depending on content type and the semantics of the current task: 
UI-element level, in-app level, or (global) operating-system level. 

UI-element feed-forward. These afordances show the source de-
vice’s icon and content preview right by the focused UI element 
(Figure 3 left). Pressing ‘tab’ or clicking the icon pastes the con-
tent. A notifcation can be discarded by pressing the ‘escape’. If the 
user focuses on another UI feld, the icon follows the selection to 
the now-focused element if it accepts the shortcut’s content type. 

OS level

on
mobile
device

on
laptop

UI-element level in-app level

Figure 3: Successfully established cross-device shortcuts 
present one of three feed-forward previews. 

Otherwise, the notifcation icon migrates to an in-app notifcation, 
so it remains accessible for later pasting. 

In-app feed-forward. These afordances appear for text or fle-based 
shortcut content if the app accepts the content type. An in-app 
notifcation appears as a small panel sliding in from the right app 
border, previewing the shortcut contents alongside the source’s 
device icon (Figure 3 center). The user can then drag it into the app 
to place the content. To avoid obstructing app content, preview tabs 
rescind to an icon after a short period. Clicking the rescinded icon 
then opens the preview again. If the target app does not support the 
shortcut content type, the target device propagates the cross-device 
shortcut up the hierarchy to the operating-system level. 

Operating system shortcut feed-forward. These afordances repre-
sent a general-purpose fallback option. On desktop devices, they 
materialize for fle-based shortcut contents or content whose type 
does not match the app in focus. Their appearance on the desktop 
resembles that of regular system notifcations, with the addition of 
a small preview of the source device and content (Figure 3 right). 
From there, the user can either drag a notifcations into an app that 
accepts the content type or onto the desktop to create a fle. Alter-
natively, clicking the notifcation opens the fle with the system 
viewer. On mobile devices, cross-device shortcuts produce global 
notifcations, because no notion of a desktop that stores fles ex-
ists. Tapping the notifcation opens a menu with options of list of 
suitable apps (Figure 3 right). 

3.2 Prototype Implementation 
As a proof-of-concept of our interaction techniques, we prototyped 
cross-device shortcuts as a live system to allow end users to expe-
rience the cross-system behavior enabled by our techniques. For 
this, we implemented a client-server architecture that comprises a 
content relay backend and a service layer that runs on all clients. 
These two handle all the communication and message exchange to 
seamlessly facilitate our technique. Additionally, the service layer 
running on the clients sources all input from users, including direct 
interactions as well as attention and processes actions. 

To enable our scenarios, we created prototype apps that resem-
ble the full-fedged counterparts running on macOS and iOS. Our 
desktop front-end apps include Mail, Pages (a rich-text editor), and 
Terminal (a console app). All support similar interaction, behavior, 
and part of the functionality of their desktop equivalents. For smart-
phones and tablets running iOS, we developed apps to resemble the 
Gallery (to browse photos), Camera (to take pictures), Mail, Notes 
(a sketching tool), Preview (an annotation app), and Snapseed (a 
photo editor). We also developed a basic expense reporting app to 
study the use of a more comprehensive interaction session. The app 
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Figure 4: Shortcuts allow inserting (1–2) content from one de-
vice into (3–4) an app on another. (5) A feed-forward notifca-
tion previews the content, which can be dragged into (6) this 
document editor. (7–9) A similar workfow with sketches. 

spans multiple types of content, snippets and fles, various content 
felds and steps to complete a full report. As opposed to deploying 
in existing applications, which would require inconveniently deep 
access to application functionalities, we developed new apps to 
showcase and evaluate our interaction techniques such that we 
could focus our investigation on the interaction level. 

Technical implementation. We implemented the service layer as 
well as all front-end apps in React.js. The backend server was imple-
mented in Node.js. All client apps and systems communicate with 
the backend through WebSockets with serialized JSON structures. 

The service layer on clients implements attention tracking by 
continuously capturing the front-facing camera feed in a concur-
rent thread. Our implementation processes these videos through 
Google’s Vision API [10] to extract faces and estimate the user’s 
gaze direction. Since each instance of our service layer is aware of 
the type of device it is running on as well as its physical dimensions, 
we defne a small region around the device that is informed by the 
device’s orientation, which our implementation derives from the 
built-in inertial sensor. If the gaze direction returned by the Vision 
API falls within this region, a client infers that the user’s attention 
is currently directed at this device. This conclusion is transferred 
to the server, which relays it to all clients. If two devices share line 
of sight, the user’s attention is inferred to be focused on the device 
where their head appeared largest. 

To detect physical activity and interaction beyond direct touch 
input, our service layer concurrently monitors the built-in iner-
tial sensors on all mobile devices. Our clients process the continu-
ous stream of accelerations for events such as holding the device, 
placing it down, picking it up, pushing it away through a simple 
analysis of the orientation vector (held vs. fat on the table), and 
basic thresholding and smoothing of acceleration magnitude over 
time to distinguish a stationary device from one that is being used 
or held in hand. From the reported accelerations, we also coarsely 
approximate the direction of motion for each device (i.e., when 
pushing aside) and the duration of this motion. 

Each client notifes the backend about trigger candidates (i.e., 
selections and results including media types) and relay events (i.e., 
face turning away, face turning towards, and physical activities). 
For the period during which relays can be established, we chose 
15 s within the user needs to demonstrate activity (e.g., an attention 
switch, engaging with the device). Upon detecting a valid relay, 
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Figure 5: Shortcuts are content-type aware. To fll this ex-
pense report, (1–2) the user selects text, (3) turns to her lap-
top, which (4) creates a shortcut and, (5) due to matching 
content types, shows a UI-element notifcation. (7–9) A short-
cut results from hitting ‘=’ in Calculator. (10–13) This freshly 
taken picture enters a shortcut but does not match the form 
felds’ content type, therefore creating in-app feed-forward. 

the server determines the target of the cross-device shortcut and 
inquires with the corresponding client. The client validates the 
content type and decides on the feed-forward preview to display. 

4 APPLICATIONS 
We now describe several applications and how they leverage cross-
device shortcuts to enable seamless interaction across devices. 

Media integration into a rich-text editor. A user is creating a report 
using a rich-text editor on her laptop (Figure 4). She browses images 
on her phone to add to her report. After selecting an image (trigger, 
Figure 4.3), she switches her attention back to the text editor on 
her laptop (relay, Figure 4.4). A cross-device shortcut is established 
between her phone and laptop and a feed-forward preview of the 
selected picture appears inside an in-app notifcation (Figure 4.5). 
She then drags and places the picture into the text and resumes 
writing. Later, she scrolls through the pictures on her phone again. 
However, she decides against adding another image and instead 
turns of the phone. As she switches her attention back to the report, 
no shortcut emerges and no notifcation appears on her desktop 
since her phone is no longer engaged. Figure 4.8 shows a similar 
process for adding a sketch to the report. 
Online expense report. The user now flls out an expense report 
using a web app. She picks up her phone and searches her emails 
for the reference details to enter (Figure 5.2), selects the text, and 
switches her attention to the computer. The selected text initially 
appears as a feed-forward in-app notifcation (Figure 5.4). When 
she clicks the form feld ‘Costs’, the notifcation rescinds, because 
the feld only accepts numbers (content-type awareness). She then 
moves the cursor to the ‘Vendor’ feld, which causes the notifcation 
to morph into UI-element feed-forward (Figure 5.5). She presses 
‘tab’, which flls the shortcut content into the feld (Figure 5.6). 
Afterwards, she moves back to the ‘Costs’ feld, where the expenses 
app requires her to enter the total spent on public transport. She 
calculates her expenses on her phone Calculator app. The ‘equals’ 
button acts as a trigger in this case. When she turns back to the 
laptop, a shortcut is shown as a UI-level feed-forward on top of the 
selected ‘Costs’ feld (Figure 5.9). Finally, she scans a receipt using 
her phone’s camera app. When she switches her attention back to 
the form on her laptop, an in-app feed-forward preview shows the 
photo, which she then drags into the form (Figure 5.12–13). 
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Figure 6: (1–4) A cross-device shortcut from text on a phone 
to the laptop’s terminal results in a notifcation by the cursor. 
(5–6) When an image is selected instead, the shortcut is still 
established, but produces an operating-system notifcation. 

Terminal commands. Using the laptop’s terminal, the user wants 
to execute a complex command that she has stored on her phone. 
She selects it and turns her attention back to the terminal. This 
creates a cross-device shortcut previewing the selected text above 
the cursor (Figure 6.4). She presses ‘tab’ to insert the command 
and then executes it. Still on her phone, she selects a picture from 
the gallery and turns her attention back to her laptop, where the 
terminal is still active. As the terminal does not accept images, no 
in-app notifcation appears. Instead, a global desktop feed-forward 
notifcation appears (Figure 6.7). She can then drag the image from 
the notifcation to the desktop to store it for later use. 

Document annotation. Here, the user is annotating an email on 
her laptop, but using inking on her tablet. She frst selects the 
attachment and then turns to the tablet. This shows an OS-level 
notifcation with a preview of the document (Figure 7.2). She taps 
the notifcation, selects the annotation app (Figure 7.3), which opens 
the document. After annotating, she taps ‘Done’ and switches her 
attention back to her laptop. This creates a feed-forward notifcation 
on the desktop. She then drags the preview into her email response 
(Figure 7.6). As shown in Figure 7.7–10), the same steps allow her 
to edit a photo from her laptop, using custom tools on her phone. 

5 PRELIMINARY WALK-THROUGH STUDY 
To gather preliminary feedback on cross-device shortcuts, we con-
ducted a remote interactive walk-through study with 8 participants 
(3 female, 5 male, ages 25–43) for 60–90 minutes each. As an es-
tablished evaluation technique [25], we saw a primary value in 
conducting a walk-through demonstration over a usability study 
to explore how people may use our technique, while still gaining 
valuable feedback on the utility of its current features. Prior work 
has further suggested that the early stages of interaction design ben-
eft from exploratory and qualitative evaluations, especially with 
experts [6, 15, 18]. As such, in our study, we focused on eliciting 
qualitative feedback from experts and power users. 

5.1 Participants 
We recruited four international expert researchers in the multi-
device space with nine or more years of experience designing, de-
veloping, and evaluating cross-device applications and techniques 
(E1–E4). All experts had published 8 or more papers on cross-device 
interaction techniques or frameworks at ACM ICMI, UIST, or CHI. 

1

4 5

2 6 7

8 10

9

3

Figure 7: Round-trip crossing to (1–4) annotate an email 
attachment on the laptop by inking on the tablet and (5– 
6) transferring it back. (7) A similar procedure to (8–9) apply 
a flter in a photo app and (10) transfer the result back. 

The other four participants were power users of multi-device ecolo-
gies in their daily work (P1–P4), working with and across three 
or more devices, often simultaneously, to accomplish the tasks for 
their jobs. All participants owned and used a phone and a tablet on 
at least a daily basis in addition to their computer. 

5.2 Procedure 
The experimenter demonstrated the four scenarios described in 
Section 4, showing the features of the system, and explaining the 
system behavior after each interaction. Participants could operate 
with the example applications through the experimenter as a proxy 
in real-time. The experimenter also interactively customized the 
demonstrations based on participant requests to revisit steps or 
show interactions with diferent source content or target apps. 
Participants were repeatedly encouraged to interrupt at any time 
for feedback or questions. Discussions emerged spontaneously, 
informed by the experimenter’s initial open-ended questions to 
guide the conversation. All studies were video recorded. 

5.3 Results 
Our participants were generally enthusiastic about cross-device 
shortcuts and related the technique to personal scenarios; however, 
they were also concerned about the intrusiveness of feed-forwards 
and the risks of driving system behaviors with implicit interactions. 

5.3.1 Reflections on demonstrated scenarios. The diversity of demon-
strated scenarios allowed each participant to fnd an aspect to relate 
to. For example, P2 mentioned the usefulness of being able to seam-
lessly transition between using a computer keyboard to take notes 
and a tablet for sketching. Refecting on the presented usage of a 
calculator, P4 remarked: “I work with the calculator a lot and often 
make typos when typing the result in my document. This [cross-device 
shortcut] would make it super fast and remove mistakes.” 

All but two participants related to the (cross-device) efort of 
fling the expense report, where they had themselves involved 
multiple types of content from diferent devices. E2 reported using 
Google Keep [14] to transfer expense details and saw cross-device 
shortcuts as a more direct integration. P2 and P3 said that they had 
found synchronized cloud clipboards to work well for text transfers 
in such scenarios, but not images. Commenting on shortcuts, P3 
said “It is practical that you can transfer all types of contents all 
through the same steps.” 

Lastly, all participants pointed out back-and-forth transfer as a 
frequent use-case that they fnd little support for in current tools. 
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P2, a teacher, said “[when grading students’ homework] ... I’d like to 
annotate the fle but don’t want it permanently stored on my tablet. 
Transferring and organizing [fles] is a lot of efort.” 

5.3.2 Valued aspects. Participants most signifcantly appreciated 
how cross-device shortcuts as a whole often emerged just in time 
(� = 8). E1 and P1 called it explicit enough to support specifc 
operations, while building on top of smooth and natural behavior. 
While the experimenter did not explicitly use our system terms 
‘trigger’ or ‘relay’ during the walk-through sessions, we use them 
below to group participants’ comments: 

Triggers. All participants found valuable aspects explicit and im-
plicit triggers. On explicit triggers, P3 said “I like that I can just select 
and I don’t have to press [anything to] copy.” On implicit triggers, 
P4 said that “It’s nice that I don’t have to select and copy it. [It feels] 
more like a real calculator.” 

Relays. Participants (� = 4) particularly responded to shortcut 
relays, which combine device engagement and attention switches. 
P1 commented that relaying information between devices through 
a head turn “feels natural”. 

Content-type awareness. Participants (� = 6) were positive about 
the content-type awareness of cross-device shortcuts. P3 compared 
it to auto suggestions, saying ”it’s like that feature that flls out your 
email address in the right feld through a single click. But here I can 
control over the value with my phone.” 

Feed-forwards. 5 participants explicitly called out feed-forward 
as a core advantage over existing copy & paste. E1 remarked that 
“there is defnitely a lot missing in current cross-device clipboards. [...] 
visual feedback and clarity about what is done when and when it is 
available goes a long way.” All participants expressed a preference 
for notifcations on diferent hierarchy levels. All but one called 
them ‘subtle’ or ‘non-intrusive’. Multiple participants described its 
advantage to avoid wrong insertions in the event of false-positives 
(� = 3). Several participants appreciated how in-app notifcations 
appeared right where needed (� = 3). 

5.3.3 Intrusiveness. While participants saw value in having cross-
device content transfers initiated through implicit means and pre-
viewed through feed-forwards, they also worried about the poten-
tial intrusiveness of this approach (� = 4). Several participants 
feared that false-positive activation of cross-device shortcuts could 
lead to unwanted feed-forward previews. Participants (� = 3) 
additionally considered the technique’s use of notifcations as po-
tentially cumbersome: “I often have notifcations turned of because I 
sometimes get annoyed. Maybe there should be a fast way to see the 
shortcuts only when I want” (P1). P3 voiced skepticism about the 
utility of having the feed-forward preview follow the cursor across 
felds. As an alternative, E3 recommended switching to static UI 
notifcations that only appear next to the respective feld. 

5.3.4 Unexpected device behaviors. While participants appreciated 
how cross-device shortcuts could be initiated both implicitly and 
explicitly, they also voiced concerns about how the inclusion of 
both may lead to unexpected confusing device behaviors (� = 4). 
E2 reported, “With the calculator, I wouldn’t really know, is it my 
result transferred when I switch my attention? Maybe it is my input. It 
only becomes clear when you see the notifcation pops up.” As a result, 
cross-device shortcuts may require a learning phase to understand 

and trust the system. For example, E3 commented: “Holding your 
phone is a quite natural, implicit interaction. Users might not notice 
that this is an indicator for the system. That could be frustrating when 
it does not work.” Two of the expert users noted that despite how 
cross-device shortcuts were generally ‘intuitive’ and ‘activate[d] at 
the right moment’, system decisions may be difcult to understand 
early on. P2 summarized, “in the beginning, you might not understand 
what is happening and how to initiate it.” P3 suggested potentially 
including feedback explaining why the system had activated (e.g., 
saying “attention shift detected” ). 

Closely related to the aforementioned concerns, half the par-
ticipants further remarked that having sometimes ambiguous and 
implicit transfers in such a seamlessly integrated ecosystem of de-
vices could pose a signifcant risk to their privacy. Some mentioned 
(� = 3) that they have personal photos on their phones that they 
feared may accidentally pop up on the screen of their work laptop. 
P2 stated “If I’m in a video call sharing my screen I’d be scared that 
private picture could pop up.” P1 suggested “Maybe the notifcation 
could stay closed and open only manually in those cases.” 

6 DISCUSSION 
Overall, our walk-through demonstration study with expert re-
searchers and power users of cross-device workfows revealed sev-
eral insights about the promises and challenges of our approach. 

6.1 Understandability & consistency 
Participants appreciated how cross-device shortcuts enabled more 
seamless information transfer; however, their comments also showed 
that this has potential downsides, especially for novice users. 

To relay cross-device shortcuts, our system requires an attention 
shift during continued engagement with devices. This may feel 
natural to some users. It reduces the need for them to discover it as 
an explicit feature of the technique. On the fip side, however, users 
may ascribe shortcut relays to partial reasons only, like input on 
a companion device. They may therefore be surprised if no cross-
device shortcut manifests without a switch in attention. In other 
words, for inexperienced users, the links between user behavior and 
system response may initially seem opaque. Training procedures 
for new users to familiarize themselves with the attention-based 
transfer mechanism may therefore be critical for adoption. 

Related, our study revealed participants’ mixed impressions of 
triggers, which our system supports both explicitly and implicitly. 
Novice users may beneft from a setting to choose either trigger 
manner in order to increase the transparency of system behavior. 

Another challenge our study uncovered is a lack of communicat-
ing system state when content types mismatch. Despite accurate 
triggering and relaying, a cross-device shortcut may (correctly) not 
manifest as expected, for example at the UI-element level. Our de-
sign rationale was to to display feed-forward where it fts, but users 
may not be aware of content-type specifc input elements or apps 
(or content-type awareness altogether). Mobile devices diminish 
such confusion by showing semantic keyboards, which is a concept 
refned feed-forward previews could build on. 
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6.2 Learnability 
The potential challenges of cross-device shortcuts during frst-time 
use underline the importance of learnability. Based on the experts’ 
insights, the system should transparently render the stages ‘trigger’, 
‘relay’, ‘content-type awareness’, and ‘feed-forward preview’ for 
new users. This not only makes causal dependencies visible, but 
also allows users to familiarize themselves with the concept. For 
example, the system could display feed-forward and feedback for 
each stage, including highlighting the element on the source device 
following a trigger (i.e., through a context toast) and animating the 
outgoing link [3]. Rendering shortcuts depending on availability 
could also communicate content mismatches, such as grayed-out 
elements or context-sensitive indicators. 

6.3 Robustness & intrusiveness 
Our study also emphasized the importance of reliably recognizing 
(subtle) attention switches, as missed switches (false negative), and 
accidental activations (false positives) harm fuid operation. One 
example scenario where accidental activations may occur is when 
a user wants to evaluate the ft of a photograph (on their phone) in 
the context of an authored document (on their laptop). For this, the 
user may switch back and forth between the two devices, which 
would currently establish shortcuts at every change in glance, each 
overriding the previous one. False negatives can also occur due to 
bad lighting or when two devices share the same line of sight. 

Equally important is agency over feed-forward display and dis-
missal. Currently, users can dismiss notifcations through ‘escape’– 
however only after the fact, which is an inherent trade-of for 
feed-forward. To address this, cross-device shortcuts could include 
a personalization step and settings like ‘do not disturb’ to confgure 
the display of notifcations. 

7 LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK 
While our evaluation shows support for the merits of cross-device 
shortcuts to enable seamless content transfer, we also learned about 
characteristics and scenarios that show challenges for their utility. 
First, we note that our current implementation serves primarily 
as a proof-of-concept of our interaction technique. As such, our 
implementation will beneft from further iterations. For instance, 
more accurate sensing approaches may be integrated enable better 
gaze tracking and attention inference. Likewise, our implementation 
assumes a reliable connection between all clients and the server. 
Intermittent connections would limit practical use. 

Beyond implementation-oriented limitations, we believe further 
exploration of the presentation of feed-forward previews of cross-
device interactions may be benefcial. To support user awareness 
of the information fow within their multi-device workspace, we 
currently show a preview of the cross-device transfer contents. One 
interesting alternative may be to present users with a simulation 
of the transfer result (i.e., the state of the target application when 
the transfer is executed). Future work may additionally explore 
enabling real-time modifcations of the transfer contents prior to 
executing the operation. 

While our example applications demonstrate the versatility of 
cross-device shortcuts, we acknowledge that there are contexts 
where the technique would not provide much utility. For instance, 

while playing a mobile game, it may not be sensible for the game 
contents to transfer to a messaging application on a diferent device. 
Future work through deployment may help identify when cross-
device shortcuts may be benefcial (or not). 

Our work currently targets single user multi-device scenarios. In 
the scenarios we explored, cross-device transfers also only involved 
one item at a time. In future work, we are interested in investigating 
the utility of our approach in multi-user scenarios, with a particular 
focus on how the feed-forward mechanism should be designed. 
Likewise, we plan to explore feed-forward designs to support a 
clipboard history or clipboard items from multiple devices. Lastly, 
given the diversity of devices today, feed-forward designs should 
be further explored in multi-device ecologies consisting of form 
factors beyond desktops, phones, and tablets (e.g. smartwatches). 

It is additionally important to note that several of our system’s 
features raise difcult privacy challenges. Relying on persistent 
connection between close-by devices may be problematic in a work 
environments, where users may still check their personal phones 
without intending to mix content. One potential solution to this 
challenge may be to provide end users with access control over 
shareable contents between devices. Cross-device shortcuts also 
rely on attention tracking. While this feature is increasingly com-
mon in commercial devices (e.g., for authentication), the privacy 
trade-ofs warrant further discussion. 

Last, our evaluation was limited to walk-through. This gener-
ated interesting insights, but we acknowledge limitations in our 
approach in validating its usability. In the future, we plan to conduct 
quantitative comparative studies to further evaluate the usability, 
efciency, and technical performance of cross-device shortcuts. Ad-
ditionally, it would be valuable to include more user perspectives 
through deployment and longitudinal evaluation. 

8 CONCLUSION 
We have presented cross-device shortcuts, an interaction technique 
that leverages a unique combination of attention-driven content 
transfer, content-type awareness, and multi-level feed-forward to 
enable deep content links between applications across devices. 
Cross-device shortcuts explore the integration of contextual and 
content-type awareness for exchanging content across devices, 
leveraging an awareness of the user’s attention to—upon detect-
ing switches between devices—establish deep shortcut connections 
from a source app on one device to an app on a target device. Cross-
device shortcuts’ content-type awareness ensures compatibility 
between source and target before manifesting. Importantly, cross-
device shortcuts visualize the content to be transferred to the target 
device before the user takes action. 

We demonstrated cross-device shortcuts in several scenarios, 
which also formed the basis of an interactive walk-through study 
with expert researchers and multi-device power users. Our study 
revealed trade-ofs in our approach, notably a confict between in-
creasing the discoverability of cross-device interaction possibilities 
and system perceived intrusiveness. We believe that our technique 
is a step towards facilitating more fuid information transfer be-
tween devices, which is a key factor for creating efcient, usable, 
and productive cross-device ecologies. 
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